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Abstract. Designing cooperative AI-systems that do not automate tasks but rather
aid human cognition is challenging and requires human-centered design ap-
proaches. Here, we introduce AI-aided brainstorming for solving guesstimation
problems, i.e. estimating quantities from incomplete information, as a testbed for
human-AI interaction with large language models (LLMs). In a think-aloud study,
we found that humans decompose guesstimation questions into sub-questions and
often replace them with semantically related ones. If they fail to brainstorm related
questions, they often get stuck and do not find a solution. Therefore, to support this
brainstorming process, we prompted a large language model (GPT-3) with success-
ful replacements from our think-aloud data. In follow-up studies, we tested whether
the availability of this tool improves participants’ answers. While the tool success-
fully produced human-like suggestions, participants were reluctant to use it. From
our findings, we conclude that for human-AI interaction with LLMs to be success-
ful AI-systems must complement rather than mimic a user’s associations.
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1. Introduction

Recent artificial intelligence (AI) systems, in particular large language models (LLMs),
show great potential to support human problem solving [1,2,3,4]. The availability of
tools such as ChatGPT [5] and OpenAssistant [6] now allows the general public to use
LLMs for different tasks. Nevertheless, it remains an active research question how to
best design cooperative AI systems that do not fully automate a task but rather aid human
problem solving. In this paper, we propose that guesstimation problems, i.e. problems
that require estimates of unknown quantities when precise quantitative modeling is not
an option [7], are a promising target for cooperative AI support with LLMs.

Guesstimation problems are omnipresent in forecasting scenarios [8]. Business con-
sultants, intelligence analysts, political pundits, or risk assessors constantly work on
guesstimation-like problems [9]. This is also why guesstimation questions are commonly
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Figure 1. Example of human guesstimation with AI support. Results from our think-aloud study show
that besides decomposition of questions into sub-questions also brainstorming semantic transformations of
(sub-)questions is a crucial step in the solution process. We propose that when subjects get stuck in the solution
process AI-based support for brainstorming more suggestions can be beneficial. Thus, our LLM-based tool,
which we prompted with examples from think-aloud data, returns human-like semantically transformed ques-
tions (in blue). Subjects can then answer a transformed question directly, transform or decompose it further.

used in assessment centers, where potential employees are challenged to answer ques-
tions such as ‘How many golf balls fit into a school bus?’ or ‘How many smartphone
users are there in Dhaka?’. These questions usually require a decomposition into sub-
questions (e.g. ‘How many people live in Dhaka?’ and ‘Who uses a smartphone?’), and
the ability to solve such problems can serve as an indicator of a candidate’s mental flex-
ibility and quantitative abilities [10]. Such deliberation is not only central to guesstima-
tion but improves general problem solving skills [11]. As human performance in solving
guesstimation problems varies widely [8] there is great potential for AI support.

In this paper, we investigate three research questions (RQ1 - RQ3) related to po-
tential AI support for guesstimation. First, we investigate how humans solve guesstima-
tion problems and what common impasses occur during the solution process (RQ 1) in
a think-aloud study. We find that it is not only important to decompose guesstimation
questions into good sub-questions [10] but that brainstorming semantic transformations
of the (sub-)question at hand is crucial for solving guesstimation problems successfully.
These findings align with previous work indicating that successful forecasters consider
more, and more detailed decompositions [8,9,12], have an open mind, consider more op-
tions and information [13]. Additionally, our results show that when participants cannot
brainstorm variations and generate related questions, they often get stuck and even fail
to produce any answers to guesstimation questions.

While there are efforts to design tools to improve forecasting [14], there is none
to support brainstorming semantic transformations in guesstimation tasks specifically.
Furthermore, our goal is not automation – in contrast to some existing AI systems that
aim to (semi-)automate guesstimation [15,16,17]. Instead, we follow a human-centered
design approach [18] and identify potential targets for AI support.

Inspired by successful applications of natural language processing (NLP) to generate
ideas or aid in various brainstorming tasks [2,19,20], writing [21,22,3], or mood board
creation [2], we propose the use of an AI-aided brainstorming tool for the specific use-
case of solving guesstimation problems. More specifically, we use the Generative Pre-
trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3), which is an LLM [23] that was already used successfully
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in several different application areas [1,24,25,26,27,28]. We provide successful semantic
transformations of (sub-)questions that we collected in our think-aloud study as examples
for GPT-3 to teach it to produce similarly useful transformations.

In follow-up experiments, we evaluate whether GPT-3 can be prompted successfully
with think-aloud data to brainstorm human-like suggestions for given (sub-)questions
(RQ 2). Subsequently, we conduct a study in which we provide our tool to participants
to test whether the availability of our AI-based brainstorming tool affects human perfor-
mance on guesstimation problems (RQ 3). Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed approach.

The main contributions of this paper are the following. First, we introduce guessti-
mation problems as a suitable testbed for cooperative human-AI interaction with LLMs.
Second, with a think-aloud study, we show at which points such a system might sup-
port humans during guesstimation, identifying brainstorming relevant (sub-)questions as
an important target. Third, we use the think-aloud data to prompt an LLM, specifically
GPT-3, with successful semantic transformations and show that this brainstorming tool
provides human-like suggestions. Lastly, we conduct an evaluation study to test how the
availability of such an AI-based brainstorming tool influences guesstimation.

2. Related Work

Guesstimation. Guesstimation problems are commonplace and the ability to solve
them is often key in high-stakes decisions in politics or business [8,9]. Furthermore, it
was shown that training students on solving guesstimation problems improves their gen-
eral problem solving abilities and fosters important skills for STEM subjects [11,29,30].

There are AI-systems that can solve some guesstimation problems [15,17,31,32].
The Back-of-the Envelope-Solver (BotE-Solver), e.g., is a combination of a large knowl-
edge base and quantitative strategies, which transform and decompose a given guessti-
mation problem into potentially easier sub-problems. It can answer a small set of test
questions correctly within one order of magnitude (8 questions in [15] and 13 in [31]).
Another system is GORT: Guesstimation with Ontologies and Reasoning Techniques
[17,32], a semi-automated system that combines semantic web technology with planning
and reasoning methods. It either answers questions directly using semantic web technol-
ogy or decompose them into sub-questions. If it is unable to answer the sub-questions
directly, it asks the user for one and uses it to calculate an answer. Both systems show
promising results but are limited in how many and what kind of questions they can an-
swer, e.g. because their solution strategies are domain-specific rules [32] or their database
is too small [31]. Also, both approaches focus on (semi-)automated solutions, i.e. they
are not aimed at providing support for humans during their solution process. While the
strategies used in these systems seem psychologically plausible and might therefore be
used interactively to support humans, they are not based on empirical data on how hu-
mans actually solve guesstimation problems.

Large Language Models. LLMs have already been adapted to programming tasks [24,
1] and quantitative reasoning problems [27], and along with other NLP approaches have
previously been proposed to generate ideas or aid humans in various brainstorming tasks
[19,20]. Even if the suggestions of a brainstorming AI assistant might not all be good,
they can be tweaked by the user or spark related and better ideas. This was already shown
for other example scenarios such as writing [21,22,33,3] or mood board creation [2].
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There are efforts to develop tools to improve forecasting with machine learning,
expert knowledge, and crowd-sourcing [14] and LLMs have recently been proposed for
decompositional reasoning [34,35]. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there
is currently no LLM-based approach to support brainstorming in guesstimation.

Interaction in Human-AI Teams. Even though many tasks require human creativity
and judgment, AI systems have the potential to support humans to increase their produc-
tivity and improve the overall results of the human-AI team, e.g. with programming or
writing assistants [24,1,36,37,22,3]. However, designing human-AI interaction for such
scenarios is not easy [18,38], and updated guidelines for interaction and interface design
are required [39]. This might also be why such hybrid teams sometimes do not improve
performance [37]. Furthermore, the best possible hybrid team performance is not nec-
essarily achieved by combining the most accurate systems with its user but rather those
that are complementary [40,41] and use them as decision support [42]. Therefore, how
the interaction of a hybrid team needs to be designed, how the team’s performance is
evaluated, and how successful they are is case-specific and achieving beneficial team
synergy can be difficult [37]. Overall, how to best achieve human-AI synergy remains an
important open research question.

3. AI-Aided Brainstorming to Support Humans During Guesstimation

In this section, we introduce and evaluate our approach for AI-aided brainstorming to
support guesstimation. In Section 3.1, we follow a human-centered approach by inves-
tigating how humans solve guesstimation problems to identify where they could benefit
from AI support. Our results indicate that a crucial step to finding good answers is re-
framing (sub-)questions into semantically related ones. Thus, we propose the use of an
LLM to support humans during this step in Section 3.2. In Section 3.2.1, we show that
the model, which we prompted with successful transformations from our think-aloud
study, produces human-like suggestions. Subsequently, in Section 3.2.2, we present an
evaluation study on the effect of our LLM-based brainstorming tool on the performance
of humans solving guesstimation problems. Fig. 2 presents an overview of these studies.

3.1. Understanding Impasses in Human Guesstimation

While there are studies with forecasting experts [9] or best practices and example solu-
tions for guesstimation-like problems [7,10,43], there is a lack of empirical studies on
the underlying solution process and potential impasses in human guesstimation. In this
section we present a think-aloud study on human guesstimation, which indicates that a
crucial step to successfully finding answers is re-framing guesstimation questions into
semantically related ones.

Methods. We conducted a think-aloud study with 6 participants (3 female, 3 male, 20-
24 years old, all were university students that received partial course credit for partic-
ipation). The study was conducted in their native language (German). The local ethics
board approved the study, and all participants provided informed consent. Each of the
participants was tasked to solve 10 guesstimation problems and think aloud while doing
so. The questions are chosen to cover a wide range of different domains and topics, e.g.
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Figure 2. Overview of our studies following a human-centered approach to support humans during guesstima-
tion with an AI-based tool. In a think-aloud study (Section 3.1), we identify brainstorming of semantic trans-
formations of (sub-)questions as a common impasse. Therefore, we propose the use of a LLM for brainstorm-
ing by prompting it with examples from our think-aloud study. We evaluate the human-likeness of resulting
suggestions in Section 3.2.1 and investigate effects of our tool on human guesstimation in Section 3.2.2.

‘How many pizzas are delivered daily in Darmstadt?’ or ‘How many smartphones are
sold per minute in Germany?’. Participants had seven minutes to come up with their best
estimate per question. They were allowed to research anything they wanted on Google
Search, take notes, and use a calculator. The interface for this study is shown in Fig.
3 (but the LLM-based brainstorming tool was not present). During the experiment, we
recorded a screen capture video, think-aloud audio data, their search terms for Google
Search as well as their notes and calculations. Since the answers were impossible to find
directly through Google Search, participants had to decompose the questions into sub-
questions and think about different approaches to the problem. The video and audio data
were transcribed and analyzed with the grounded theory approach [44,45].

Results. Most subjects were generally able to answer the guesstimation questions.
Overall, we collected 60 trials. We excluded the trials where subjects stated that their
answers were pure guesses or when questions remained unanswered. The analysis of the
remaining 43 trials reveals different strategies the participants use to solve the guesstima-
tion problems. A particularly important strategy for constructing reasonable answers is
semantic transformation of a question into a related one. E.g., a participant was unable to
find an answer to a sub-question they worked on, like ‘How much does a female student
weigh?’. They then replaced the question with ‘How much does a woman weigh?’. Al-
though the two questions have different answers since weight varies with age, the answer
to the second question was accessible online. Thus, the participant used it to answer the
original question since the two answers are not too different and therefore the error due
to this substitution seemed tolerable for the final estimate.

In our data, we found three different semantic transformations. Either participants
generalize a concept (e.g. Portuguese citizens to Europeans), or they specialize it (e.g.
limousine to limousine of a specific brand). They also often transform a concept into a
related one (Portuguese citizens to German citizens). On the left of Fig. 1 (in green) and
in Table 1 such transformations are shown. Overall, we collected 15 suitable examples
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Table 1. Examples of semantic transformations for guesstimation problems from the think-aloud data. Bold
concepts were replaced during the transformation from the seed questions which participants worked on.

Seed Question Transformed Question Transformation

How much does a female student

weigh?
How much does a woman weigh? Generalization

How much does a student weigh? Generalization
How many trains depart from a sin-
gle platform daily at the main station in
Berlin?

How many long distance trains depart
from a single platform daily at the main
station in Berlin?

Specialization

How many express trains depart from a
single platform daily at the main station
in Berlin?

Specialization

How many grams of chocolate are in a
Mars bar?

How many grams of chocolate are in a
Twix bar?

Related Concept

How many grams of chocolate are in a
Bounty bar?

Related Concept

for semantic transformations. In Section 3.2 we will use them to prompt an LLM to
brainstorm relevant substitutions.

Importantly, the protocols reveal that when participants were unable to find an ap-
propriate substitution or decomposition for a question, they were unable to answer rea-
sonably. Of the remaining 43 trials participants were completely stuck and just guessed
in 12 (at least once per participant). Participants also often indicated that their current
strategy was not the best and they wished they had a better idea. Overall, this occurred 66
times across all 43 trials. Considering that subjects repeatedly got stuck in some way (78
times overall), we hypothesize that new ideas and semantically reasonable substitutions
for the current (sub-)question would have been helpful to the participants.

3.2. Brainstorming with a Large Language Model for Guesstimation

Since the results of the think-aloud study show that impasses occur when humans are un-
able to generate semantically related questions, we hypothesize that a tool for semantic
brainstorming could be beneficial during guesstimation. Specifically, we prompted the
Generative Pre-trained Transformer 3 (GPT-3) with successful semantic transformations
from the think-aloud protocols. GPT-3 is an LLM pre-trained on a vast corpus of lan-
guage data, such that it can be instructed to perform a new language task by prompting it
with a natural language description of what it should do (the instruction) and only a few
appropriate input-output example pairs (few-shot learning) [23]. While GPT-3 is able to
produce novel text in response to a prompt [25], its performance for a given task strongly
depends on the examples it is presented with [46].

We prompted GPT-3 with the following instructions: ‘For each question about an
object below, I’ll suggest a helpful related question – a more general question, a more
specific question, or a question with an answer I can otherwise directly relate to the
original answer.’ They were followed by the pairs of original and rephrased questions
from the think-aloud protocols. Examples of semantic transformations from the think-
aloud study used to prompt GPT-3 are shown in Table 1. Overall, we used 15 semantic
transformation examples. We accessed GPT-3 through Elicit by Ought, Inc. [47]. The
tool is included in the user interface from the think-aloud study shown in Fig. 3 (a). In
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Figure 3. (a) Interface used in our guesstimation experiments. In our think-aloud study (Section 3.1), subjects
could solve the presented guesstimation question by using Google, a notepad and a calculator. In our evaluation
study (Section 3.2.2) they could additionally use the LLM-brainstorming tool. The tool and its suggestions for
related questions for the previously unseen input question ‘How many people in Brazil use music streaming
services?’ are shown. (b) Accuracy in identifying AI-generated brainstorming questions. We show the per-
centage of trials in which the AI-generated question among the two alternatives was correctly identified (blue)
compared to trials where the human-generated question was falsely identified as generated by an AI (green).

Section 3.2.1, we evaluate if our resulting AI tool can produce human-like suggestions
for brainstorming during guesstimation. Furthermore, in Section 3.2.2 we present the
results of a user study where we provided our tool to humans during guesstimation.

3.2.1. Comparing Human Brainstorming and a Large Language Model

After we prompted GPT-3 with human example data from our think-aloud study, we
tested if it produces human-like semantic transformations for given (sub-)questions. We
first collected human transformations of guesstimation questions that were not part of the
original GPT-3 prompt and used our brainstorming tool to generate semantic transforma-
tions for these questions. These transformations are then used as stimuli in a subsequent
Turing-test-like experiment where we evaluate how well humans can distinguish whether
a question was AI- or human-generated.

Methods. We collected human suggestions for semantic transformations of 10 partic-
ipants (6 female, 4 male, 18-34 years old, all participants provided informed consent).
Each subject was provided with the semantic transformation examples from our think-
aloud study, which we also used to prompt GPT-3. Subsequently, we showed them 6
new guesstimation questions and asked them to brainstorm at least 7 semantically re-
lated questions. We clustered identical and semantically equivalent questions together,
i.e. when they expressed the same question but the wording differed slightly. For each of
the 6 guesstimation questions we selected the 7 human suggestions that were repeated
most often. We compare these to the first 7 questions generated by GPT-3 (parameters:
top_p = 0.95, temperature = 1 (default), frequency_penalty = 0.4 and duplicates
were removed). We removed any typos from the human suggestions since we did not
want them to be a trivial cue to distinguish human from AI suggestions. Example trans-
formations from humans and GPT-3 are shown in Table 2.

We then asked 23 subjects (13 male, 10 female, aged between 18 and 34, all provided
informed consent) to complete a two-alternative-forced-choice task (2AFC) in which
they must choose which of two presented semantic transformations was AI-generated.
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Table 2. Examples of most-repeated brainstorming suggestions of human subjects and GPT-3 generated sug-
gestions for the question ‘How many people use music streaming services in Brazil?’. The bold suggestions
are those that were identically generated by both humans and GPT-3.

Human Suggestions (no. of subjects) GPT-3 Questions

How many people live in Brazil? (8/10) How many people in Brazil use Spotify?

How many people use Apple Music in Brazil?

(6/10)
How many people in Brazil use Apple Music?

How many people in Brazil use Spotify? (6/10) How many people in Brazil are young?
How many people in Brazil use Deezer? (2/10) How many people in Germany use music stream-

ing services?
What does a music streaming service cost in Brazil?
(2/10)

How many people in the USA use music stream-
ing services?

How many people in Brazil are listening to music?
(2/10)

How many people in Brazil use music streaming
services as their main music listening source?

How many people have access to the internet in
Brazil? (2/10)

How many people in Brazil listen to music daily?

The study was conducted online and before the subjects started the 2AFC task, we asked
them to brainstorm their own ideas for each question. This ensured that they understood
what kind of suggestions they would be presented with. For each question and subject
we randomly generated 7 pairs of semantic transformations from the human and AI-
generated transformations (42 trials for each subject). We randomized the order in which
the guesstimation questions were presented to each participant to avoid order effects.

Results. We evaluate how often subjects correctly distinguished between the human
and AI-generated question in the presented pairs of semantic transformations. Overall,
we collected 161 trials per question (23 participants times 7 trials). Participants could not
identify the AI-generated question reliably. They were unable to select the AI-generated
question in 45.4% of all cases (966 trials, see Fig. 3 (b)). For two questions, the accuracy
of distinguishing between human and AI-generated suggestions was even below or close
to chance level (which is at 50% for 2AFC). Even though participants identified AI-
generated suggestions with statistical significance (p = 0.0029), i.e. in 54.45% of the
trials (95% CI [496 (= 51.3%), 556 (= 57.56%])), the effect is small demonstrating that
distinguishing between the human and AI-generated semantic transformation is difficult.

These results indicate that our LLM-based tool successfully produces human-like
suggestions for semantic transformations. This is also confirmed by subjects’ comments
at the end of the experiment, e.g. ‘It was very hard to guess which question was AI-
generated.’ and ‘Sometimes I had the notion that both questions were from humans.’

3.2.2. Interactive Brainstorming with a Large Language Model

The LLM-based brainstorming tool is able to produce human-like semantic transforma-
tions of (sub-)questions. The insights from our think-aloud study (Section 3.1) and find-
ings from [8,9,12] indicate that the availability of such a tool might be beneficial dur-
ing guesstimation. Thus, we conduct a study to test what kind of effects we can observe
when providing our AI-brainstorming tool while humans solve guesstimation problems.

Methods. We conducted an online study with 41 participants (23 female, 18 male, 18-
39 years old). One subject had to be excluded since they did not finish the experiment.
We planned the experiment for 40 participants because a power analysis indicated that
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. a) How often subjects queried our tool to brainstorm semantic transformations for their input ques-
tion. (b) How many of the subjects’ input questions were the main or sub-questions. (c) UEQ ratings. Values
in the range of -0.8 and 0.8 are neutral, ones below -0.8 are negative and ones greater than 0.8 are positive
(marked as green line). Green crosses show the mean and orange lines median values.

a paired t-test could find a medium-sized effect of the tool with high probability. The
study was conducted in English and was approved by the local ethics board. All partici-
pants provided informed consent before the study started. The online study started with
a short video call for on-boarding and setting up. The instructions were explained and a
test trial (with the brainstorming tool) was completed. After the call ended, participants
answered each of the 6 guesstimation questions within eight minutes. The questions were
the same as the ones used in Section 3.2.1. The subjects used the same interface as in the
think-aloud study (Fig. 3 (a)), where we additionally included the AI-brainstorming tool.
Their final answers, as well as their notes, calculations and, Google search terms were
collected. Furthermore, everything they typed into our brainstorming tool as well as the
tool’s suggestions based on their input were recorded.

We knew the correct answers for the guesstimation questions in this study, e.g.
through paid services like statista.com, to compute the accuracy of the subjects’ esti-
mates. However, the participants could not access these paid services and we checked
that the answers could not be found directly through Google. We used a within-subject
design where each participant completed 2 blocks of 3 questions each, one of which they
solved with access to the brainstorming tool and the other one without. We counterbal-
anced the order of the question blocks. Which block was answered with or without the
tool and whether subjects started a question block with the tool or not was counterbal-
anced as well. Within the blocks, we randomized the questions for each participant.

After the block with the brainstorming tool, subjects completed the User Experience
Questionnaire (UEQ) [48] about our brainstorming tool. The UEQ measures how users
evaluate pragmatic qualities (efficiency, perspicuity, dependability) and hedonic qualities
(originality and stimulation). After each block participants also rated on a 5-point Likert
scale if they knew how to approach the questions to get the best possible answer (S1), if
they thought their answer was good (S2), and if they wished for more tools to help with
the task (S3). Lastly, they had the option to report comments.

Results. We analyze how often participants used the brainstorming tool. Overall, 35
out of 40 participants queried the tool during the experiment. Fig. 4 (a) summarizes the
number of queries per subject. Furthermore, we analyze what types of questions subjects
brainstormed with the tool. The participants often used the main question as input to the
tool. 35.3% of subjects also brainstormed sub-questions with the tool (see Fig. 4 (b)).
These sub-questions were used to brainstorm more specific aspects of the main questions.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 5. (a) log10 ratios of the responses to the true values, i.e. the deviation of subjects’ answers for each
question when working with the brainstorming tool. (b) log10 ratios when they worked without our tool. (c)
performance changes of each subject in the condition with and without our tool. Green lines indicate subjects
with better performance when they worked with the brainstorming tool. Red lines represent subjects with
lower performance with the tool. The crosses show the performance without the tool and triangles show the
performance with the tool. (d) how often our tool was used by subjects who performed better with the tool and
those whose performance was lower in the same condition (green cross = mean; orange line = median).

We also analyzed how subjects perceive the tool by evaluating their answers to the
UEQ. Answers to the UEQ are positive if their value is above 0.8, neutral between -0.8
and 0.8, and negative if they are below -0.8. Our results show a positive evaluation for
perspicuity (mean score = 1.85, SD = 0.68), meaning that the tool is e.g. understandable.
A positive evaluation was given for dependability (mean score = 0.81, SD = 0.57), mean-
ing that the tool is e.g. supportive. Further, the items about how motivating (mean = 0.8,
SD = 1.1) and good (mean = 0.8, SD = 1.0) the tool is, are almost rated positive. All
other items were neutral. Results of the UEQ constructs are summarized in Fig. 4 (c).

In both conditions, we collected 120 trials overall (40 participants, 3 questions each).
We excluded trials in which no answers were provided (6 with the tool and 8 without it).
We evaluate the influence of our tool on the subjects’ performance in solving guesstima-
tion problems. We define the response error as the log10 ratio of the given response of the
participants to the true value. A perfect response has a value of 0, and a value greater than
1 or smaller than -1 means that the participant was off by a factor of ten, i.e. one order of
magnitude. The errors of all responses sorted by question can be seen in Fig. 5 (a) for the
condition with the tool and in Fig. 5 (b) without it. Participants were able to answer the
guesstimation questions with being less than one order of magnitude off for most ques-
tions. We also evaluate performance of each subject individually (with the absolute log
ratio for each condition). Overall, 19 subjects had better accuracy in the condition with
the tool (see green lines in Fig. 5 (c)). Fig. 5 (d) compares the number of queries from
the subjects whose performance was higher in the condition with the tool to the number
of queries of subjects whose performance was lower. Subjects with better performance
in the condition with the tool used it more often on average (3.6 times) than those with
lower performance (2.4 times), but the difference is not significant (p = 0.088). Further-
more, we compute the mean absolute response error over the three questions for each
subject in each of the two conditions and put these measures into a dependent t-test (p
= 0.32) as well as a Wilcoxon signed rank test (p = 0.31). Neither revealed a significant
difference in the quality of answers. All response errors for each question are shown in
Fig. 5 (a) and (b). Neither test revealed any significance regarding the response times
either (t-test p = 0.42; Wilcoxon p = 0.43). Lastly, evaluating the scores of the statements
(S1 - S3) reveals a significant difference for S3 (t-test p = 0.042), i.e. ‘I wish I had more
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tools and help during the task’, for participants who started with the brainstorming tool
and answered the second half of the questions without it.

Overall, participants rated the tool positively in the UEQ, and some even commented
that it is ‘cool’ and ‘helpful’. Also, subjects who started the trials with the brainstorming
tool indicated that they wished for more help/tools when they had to answer the remain-
ing questions without it (S3). However, we did not see a significant effect of the tool’s
availability on the participants’ performance. Some comments of the subjects reveal rea-
sons for not using the tool, e.g. its suggestions being similar to those that Google presents
as ‘people also ask’ or that its suggestions were the same they had in mind already.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

Due to the fast progress in AI some tasks that are currently performed by humans might
be automated soon [26,49,50]. However, when human creativity and judgment are re-
quired, AI systems will support humans and increase their productivity but are unlikely to
replace them completely. Good examples for this are programming or writing assistants
[24,1,36,37,22,3]. When there is no clear division of labor and full automation is not the
aim human-AI interaction remains challenging [18,38], and guidelines are needed [39].
Thus, human-centered design approaches and identifying suitable testbeds are key for
developing AI systems that can support human problem solving [38].

Guesstimation as a Testbed for Human-Centered AI. Conceiving of scenarios in
which AI systems can support humans despite their current constraints is not trivial [22].
Here, we propose guesstimation problems as an interesting testbed for human-AI inter-
action with LLMs. Not only can such problems be studied in the lab and performance
can be scored quantitatively (cf. Fig. 5 (a) and (b)), they are also not just toy problems:
Guesstimation is challenging for both humans and AI systems [51] and has many real-
world applications, e.g., forecasting in business and politics.

In our think-aloud study, we contribute to a better understanding of human impasses
during guesstimation (RQ1). Specifically, it is important to consider what humans are
already good at and where they can benefit from AI-support. Our results show that brain-
storming semantically related (sub-)questions is central in successfully generating an-
swers for guesstimation tasks. Hence, we present an AI brainstorming tool that can pro-
duce human-like suggestions during guesstimation (RQ2). Inspired by previous work
that showed that humans can improve their performance when solving guesstimation-
like problems by brainstorming together with other humans [9,12], we tested how brain-
storming with our LLM-based tool influences human guesstimation (RQ3). Overall, we
advocate for guesstimation as a promising application area for LLMs since it has great
relevance for forecasting experts and guesstimation problems are measurable approxi-
mations of and transferable to general deliberative judgements tasks. Further, in contrast
to other cooperative tasks with LLM-based systems, e.g. writing with AI-support [3,33],
performance in guesstimation tasks can be objectively and quantitatively evaluated.

Limitations. Our brainstorming tool was overall perceived positively. However, the
subjects in our study varied a lot in how much and in what way they used it (see Fig.
4 (a) and (b)). More than half of the subjects queried the tool only with the main ques-
tion and did not use it continuously during their entire solution process. Moreover, in
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our last study, the tool did not show significant effects on performance. This finding is
consistent with other work on LLMs [36,37] that also showed that improving perfor-
mance synergistically can be difficult in various human-AI interaction scenarios [37].
Although GPT-3 produces impressively reasonable results in our studies, subjects re-
marked that the tool often made suggestions they already thought of. This, again, demon-
strates that LLMs capture human semantic associations well. However, the usefulness of
LLM-generated suggestions for interactive brainstorming will depend on their ability to
not only reproduce human-like suggestions and obvious ideas but rather complement the
user’s thoughts and abilities. These results also align well with other work [40,41] that
shows that the best possible interaction and performance are achieved when complemen-
tary strengths of humans and AI systems are utilized. Hence, we believe the main limita-
tion of our study has been that the tool was not specifically designed yet to complement
human performance. As a lot of work on LLMs also mainly aims at imitating human per-
formance, we consider this insight from our study an important and transferable lesson
learnt for future human-AI interaction. Generally, a limitation of pre-trained models like
GPT-3 are their inherent biases [23,52]. Depending on the topic of the input, it produces
suggestions that perpetuate harmful stereotypes. While some research already focuses on
these issues [53], if such tools are to be used for guesstimation-like problem solving in
the real world, this severe issue must be addressed.

Future Directions. We propose the following future directions for semantic brain-
storming during guesstimation with LLM-based tools. First, testing our proposed ap-
proach with more varied questions will be important. So far, the questions were chosen
to ensure that unambiguous answers were available but cannot be googled by our par-
ticipants. Thus, they had to tackle them with common-sense knowledge. Ideally, for a
proper evaluation a large set of realistic forecasting questions and a comparison to expert
judgments [8] is required. Specifically, the difficulty of guesstimation problems should
be varied more systematically. We expect that for more difficult questions brainstorming
is also harder and thus the usefulness of a AI tool might increase. Second, our prompt
consisted of instructions and 15 human examples. Hence, more examples, possibly from
guesstimation experts, could be added continuously such that the tool can constantly
learn from human successes and improve. How prompts for LLMs are engineered can
influence their outputs a lot [54]. Thus, optimizing our instruction prompt might lead to
more helpful suggestions. Third, as progress on LLMs is rapid there are promising de-
velopments which could be incorporated into our tool. E.g., there is recent work on how
to produce the most informative rather than the most probable output [55]. Moreover, re-
cent work using LLMs for compositional and quantitative reasoning [34,56,35,27] could
be combined with our approach to assist users with both brainstorming and with decom-
posing the problem. Generally, there is progress on complementing human abilities with
AI, e.g. in image classification [41] or classroom settings [57] but achieving human-AI
complementarity remains an open challenge. We believe that guesstimation problems
provide a promising testbed to further investigate successful human-AI interaction.
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